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Bedrooms: 3 Bathrooms: 3 Parkings: 2 Type: Apartment
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Auction

Perched majestically along the esteemed coastline of Tamarama Beach, The Dixon Sub-Penthouse embodies the epitome

of luxurious coastal living. This exceptional abode seamlessly combines lavish comfort, serene tranquility, and the

irresistible charm of seaside living, offering an unparalleled lifestyle to its esteemed residents.Crafted with meticulous

attention to detail, The Dixon Sub-Penthouse is a testament to the art of coastal living. Spanning approximately 195sqm

internally, it offers an expansive and effortlessly accessible living space. The pinnacle of indulgence awaits atop, where

residents can bask in the joys of outdoor entertainment amidst panoramic vistas and invigorating sea breezes.Designed

by the esteemed Mark Shapiro Architects (MSA) in collaboration with interior virtuoso Jessica Enander Dunne, The

Dixon showcases a curated collection of full-floor residences. MSA's dedication to spatial elegance and functional

integrity ensures each dwelling exudes refinement and sophistication, while Dunne's expertise, steeped in 15 years of

experience and enriched by her Swedish heritage, infuses timeless Scandinavian design elements, casting a bright, classic

ambiance that resonates with Sydney's laid-back coastal ethos.Ideally situated with Bondi and Bronte mere moments

away, residents of The Dixon enjoy seamless access to a vibrant tapestry of dining, shopping, and recreational delights.

Furthermore, ample storage and parking for two cars, complemented by additional storage space, seamlessly blend

convenience with practicality, ensuring a lifestyle of unparalleled ease.- 3 Bedrooms, 3 Bathrooms, 1 Powder Room, 2 Car

Spaces with Storage- Prestigious Tamarama Beach location along the coastline- Exclusive collection of full-floor

residences- Designed by Mark Shapiro Architects (MSA) and Jessica Enander Dunne- MSA renowned for its commitment

to spatial elegance and functional integrity- Jessica Enander Dunne's expertise in timeless Scandinavian design- Bright,

classic interiors reflecting Sydney's coastal lifestyle- Convenient proximity to Bondi and Bronte's vibrant offerings-

Abundant storage space to cater to residents' needs


